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Hi there, I’m Claudiu.
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in a nutshell
Professional software writer with 10 years of experience.
Full-stack. Self-thought. Versed in CLIs. Fun to work with.
Strong with web services, search, mobile development.
Experienced with machine learning, infrastructure, security.
Lived in Berlin for 7y; Vienna for 7y; Hamburg for 1y.
I write poems in English, German and Romanian.
Last setup: ThinkPad + Debian + xmonad + vim.
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most recent gigs

IDAGIO GmbH
2.5 years in a fast growing startup.
Maintained ~half of the web services which power the platform.
Led company-wide projects from start to finish.
Implemented a primitive machine learning pipeline.
Scaled services for 10x the traffic.
Ran load tests & tuned memory usage for expensive jobs.
Designed dozens of interviews.
Onboarded and mentored new team members.
Kept up the morale of the team.
Improved the UI with designers and front-end engineers.
Automated tasks for non-technical teams.
Organised a small tech conference.
Golang, Ruby, NodeJS, Python, Bash, awk, SQL.
ElasticSearch, Graphana, Jenkins, Heroku, Logentries, Postgres.
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ZenMate GmbH
Half a year in a mature startup.
Rewrote the iOS app used by a million people.
Hired a designer to help with rebranding.
Set up continuous integration on an in-house MacMini.
Coordinated the work of Android developers.
Wrote a documentation tool using a LISP dialect.
Swift, Objective-C, AngularJS, Ruby, Python, Bash, Racket.
S3, EC2, Unbound, Jenkins, TestFlight.

Blacklane GmbH
2 years in a fast growing startup.
Wrote about half the codebase of the iOS apps.
Helped define the look and feel of the app.
Designed animation prototypes.
Led dozens of interviews.
Recruited three people in the mobile department, including a
clang contributor and the backend team lead.
Added *.blacklane.com to the HSTS preload list.
Introduced business metric collection at the company.
Objective-C, Ruby, Bash.
AWS, StatsD, Graphana, Chef.
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on the interwebs
claudiu@cvursache.com
github.com/ursachec
twitter.com/ursachec
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